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An Enduring Peace 
ANDY ALEXIS-BAKER* 
When · Alan Kreider taught early Christian history, he used ancient 
images to demonstrate the dramatic shifts from the earliest centuries to 
Christendom. The compelling images visibly demonstrated, for example, 
changing views of Jesus. Jesus changed from an approachable, simply­
dressed shepherd or healer into a lavishly-adorned and enthroned 
emperor before whom one had to grovel. Alan loved an image that 
depicted Jesus as Orpheus playing the harp while nonhuman animals 
listened peacefully. It reminded Alan of Isaiah 11:6-9. Indeed, Isaiah 11 
was a powerful image for Christian and Jewish people. For example, at 
the ancient Meroth Synagogue quotes from Isaiah 11 and 65 adorn the 
walls, and a mosaic of a wolf lying down with a lamb adorns the floor. 
In his missions classes, Alan projected Edward Hicks's paintings based 
on Isaiah 11. Hicks's sixty-two peaceable kingdom paintings fascinated 
Alan. He read books on the paintings. He had students analyze and 
respond to them. His enthusiasm for the imagery of Isaiah 11 left students 
spellbound. We, too, learned to love those images. Alan's teaching stuck 
with me, and as I later researched other artwork, I discovered Fritz 
Eichenberg' s wood engravings of the peaceable kingdom, which he 
printed beautifully in black and white. As I took up creating artwork 
again, I have repeatedly returned to Isaiah 11:6-9, thinking of these great 
artists. 
I created the image reproduced here to honor Alan's memory and 
legacy. The image is in the tradition of Hicks and Eichenberg but on a very 
different medium. It is an etching with dry point and engraving on a 9" x 
12" copper plate. It includes Isaiah's iconic imagery of a leopard, wolf, 
lion, and bear living peaceably alongside more vulnerable creatures with 
their young playing together. However, I have some additions. The city of 
Chicago, where I live and teach, inhabits part of the background. The Book 
of Revelation imagines a city that no longer desolates the environment or 
makes war. Drawing on such hope, Alan repeatedly extolled students to 
seek the "welfare of the city." 
* Andy Alexis-Baker is assistant professor of theology at Arrupe College of Loyola
University Chicago. 
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